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In the Name of God the Compassionate and Most Merciful

High Command for Jihad and Liberation
Media and Recruitment Division
Number/
Date/10 DEC 2009
To the Noble High Commander of Jihad and Liberation (God Bless
You)
God bless you and peace be upon you,
The noble Jihad commander, who god is proud of, the Supreme
commander of the Jihad and Liberation, has informed us through
the memorandum of the Deputy Commander of the Military Office
dated 19 SEP 2009 about the formation of a committee to
delineate rules for publishing photographs of Jihadist activity
for the platoons of the Supreme Commander for Jihad and
Liberation, overcoming delays in media work in command platoons
and specifying the equipment that the recruitment and media
division will need in the coming phase. That is according to the
Deputy Commander of the Military Office’s memorandum dated 26
OCT 2009 in coordination with representatives of the
governorates’ media platoons. The committee convened its’ first
meeting, in which all of the members were present, on 07 NOV
2009. The meeting members gave instructions “to all Jihad
commanders to document every Jihadist operations and said that
it is unacceptable to the Supreme Commander to not take quality
photographs of operations. And that a photographed operation is
equal to 100 operations that were not photographed”. Methods and
instructions were issued in an effort to apply this concept in
all of the leadership platoons.
We have attached, for you all, the first meeting minutes for the
first committee asking God, the great and almighty, to improve
the capability of the Mujahidin Commander, and guide and direct
those in the service of Jihad and the Mujahidin. Moreover,
quickly realize the requests of those being plunged into the
final battle to completely liberate our country from all forms
of occupation.
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Please review this information and the associated order … With
regards.
Attachments
Meeting Minutes
The Mujahid
Doctor Kamal-al-Din al-Naqshabandi
Deputy Commander of the Media and Recruiting Division
Chairman of the Committee
(14-1)
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(TOP SECRET)
Copy to
10 DEC 2009
• The Deputy Commander for the Military Office secretariat –
For your information…With regards
• The dossier
In the name of God the Compassionate and Most Merciful
Meeting Minutes
Carrying out the order of the Supreme Commander for Jihad and
Liberation by forming a committee to publish photographed
jihadist activities for the High Commander’s platoons, and by
specifying the equipment that the Media Division needs. This
order came from the Deputy Commander of the Military Office’s
memorandum dated 19 SEP 2009. The first media committee meeting,
with representation by the media platoons of the Supreme
Commander in the governorates, was convened at 1000 on 07 DEC
2009, which consisted of the following:
1. Attendees

A
B

Position
Committee Chairman
Vice Chairman of the
Committee

Remarks
Doctor Kamal al-Din alNaqshabandi
Abu-Hatim
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Secretary of the Media
and Recruiting Division
Representative from the
Jaysh Rijal al-Tarik alNaqshabandi
Representative from the
Baghdad and Anbar
Governorates’ Platoons
and the Southern Platoon
Representative from the
Diyala Governorate
platoon
Representative from the
Salah al-Din Governorate
platoon
Representative from the
al-Ta’mim Governorate
platoon
Representative from the
Nineveh Governorate
platoon

Doctor Anwar
Doctor Ahmad

Abu-Hasan

Abu-Talib

Abu-Muhib

Abu-Saygin

Abu-Risalah

2. Doctor Kamal al-Din al-Naqshabandi the Chairman of the
Committee began the meeting by thanking God, Praising Muhammad
and his companions, wishing peace on the attendees, and
welcoming the Supreme Commander for the Jihad and Liberation
(God protect him) as well as all of the Mujahidin fighters under
the High Command for Jihad and Liberation. He conveyed the good
news from the Commander, specifically the High Command for Jihad
and Liberation’s accomplishments on a field and political level
which will lead the Mujahidin, and those who oppose and reject
the occupation, to complete and total liberation of our country
from all forms of American and Zionist occupation. Lifting up
the Mujahidin and increasing their certainty of victory which
will be realized with the help of God.
(14-2)
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Doctor Kamal al-Din al-Naqshabandi confirmed the importance of
this meeting with considering the security situation. The
meeting is to convey instructions from the Supreme Commander for
Jihad and Liberation (God protect him) and increase the
readiness of the Mujahidin in the Command’s platoons and to
request them, in the upcoming phase, to intensify their global
efforts in opposition of the occupation of Iraq.
3. The committee chairman asked each of the platoon
representatives of the different governorates to explain the
platoon that they are representing and explain to them how the
platoons from the high Command could contact them securely in
order to accomplish the committees current operation and be
represented in strategic media operations in the upcoming
phases, which are planned by the High Commander for Jihad and
Liberation in order to incite jihadist revolution inside Iraq
and abroad from on side, and convey the jihadist media system to
the platoons from another. The governorates’ platoon
representatives answered as follows:
1. Abu-Hasan (Major General and pilot in Riyad) the
Baghdad, al-Anbar, and Southern platoons representative
– He said that he does not have a detailed list of names
for members of platoons in these governorates and then
followed by giving an overview of the command platoons
established in the Baghdad governorate. There are 7
platoons in Baghdad, 5 platoons in the al-Anbar
governorate, and 3 platoons in Southern Iraq. Abu-Hasan
answered that all 15 of these platoons are formed under
one brigade and is called the (Jaysh al-Sahabah). Most
of them communicate with him, but not all. He endorses
getting a copy of all of the members’ names of these
platoons in order to communicate with them. He also said
that he receives the monthly activities for these
platoons and he said there were close to 30 operations
that were not photographed, he sends those to the front
for publishing. They apologized for not posting the
latest of the operations on the internet and they
stipulated that they had to be sent on a flash memory
card. He had not sent anything else regarding that
before this meeting.
The Chairman of the committee followed up by asking if
he was sure that all 15 of the platoons were under one
brigade and that it was (Jaysh al-Sahabah) – Abu-Hasan
answered yes.
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2. Doctor ‘Abd-al-Rahman Abu Saygin, the representative for
platons in the al-Ta’mim governorate – He mentioned that
he was in contact with the Jaysh Ibn-al-Walid and Jaysh
al-Muthanna. Following that he was asked about the Jaysh
al-Muthanna – he answered that the Jaysh al-Muthanna is
made up of Ta’mim Governorate platoons and not platoons
from the Salah al-Din governorate. Abu-Saygin said that
he is one of the commanders of these armies and military
parties.
3. As’ad Abu-Talib the Diyala Governorate platoon
representative – He said that he is in contact with
three platoons and Jihadist companies in Diyala, Jaysh
al-Mu’taz , and the al-Ribbat al-Jihadi Branch.
(14-3)
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4. Zamil Abu-Muhib the representative for platoons in the
Salah al-Din governorate – He said that he is in contact
with 8 platoons and that he is not currently in contact
with the Jaysh al-Tahrir al-‘Iraq, the al-Mujid liTahrir al-‘Iraq companies, the al-Shahidah ‘Abir
companies, or the Jaysh al-Harith.
5. Ibrahim Jadu’ Abu-Risalah the representative for
platoons in the Nineveh governorate – He said that he is
in contact with 6 platoons and that he is not in contact
with the Jaysh al-Faris li-Tahrir Mintaqah al-Hakam alDhati, the Jaysh al-Tahrir Kurdistan, or the Jaysh Sid
al-Shihada’. Doctor Kamal al-Din al-Naqshabandi asked
who represents the Jaysh al-Faris li-Tahrir Mintaqah alHakam al-Dhati, the Jaysh al-Tahrir Kurdistan, and the
Jaysh Sid al-Shihada’. No one was in contact with them
and they did not know who represents those groups.
6. Doctor Ahmad represents the Jaysh Rijal al-Tarik alNaqshabandi – He said that he is in communication with
all sections of the army’s operations in the
governorates and that the system is stable and proven.
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There are no delays regarding the media work of those
sections.
4. Doctor Kamal al-Din al-Naqshabandi reviewed the memo from the
Deputy Commander of the Military office that was dated 19 SEP
2009. The memo was concerning the Supreme Commander’s order to
form a media committee with a chief spokesman. Abu-Hatim is to
be the Vice Chairman of the committee and the committee’s duties
are specified as follows:
1. Laying down an effective publishing system for jihadist
photographs for platoons of the High Command for Jihad
and Liberation.
2. Laying down a working system connecting media
representatives from governorates’ platoons with media
platoons and the media division.
3. Discuss the delays in media work for the platoons of the
High Command for Jihad and Liberation and promoting
revolution of the masses, the Mujahidin, and of those
that oppose and reject the occupation both internally
and abroad.
4. The chairman of the committee reviewed the memo written
by the deputy commander of the military office that is
dated 26 DEC 2009. It tasks the media representatives of
the governorates’ platoons with the duty of
accomplishing the endeavor. This committee has the
authority of the Supreme Commander of Jihad and
Liberation
[Page 5 of 18]
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5. The representative from the Diyala governorate asked if
there was anything that he needed to pass along to AbuMuhammad, because he has a meeting with him tomorrow –
Do any of you have information for this person? The
committee vice chairman answered – Yes this person is
the son of one of my friends that I am in contact with
so he should be in contact with you all – Doctor Kamal
al-Din al-Naqshabandi said to avoid any possible breach,
communication must come from the Media and Recruiting
Division Commander as was done for this meeting. If
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other people are tasked with communicating with him we
will inform you all about it so there are no doubts or
problems – and so there are no possible security
breaches.
6. Doctor Kamal al-Din
instructions of the
Liberation and said
regarding the media
previously and they

al-Naqshabandi mentioned the
Supreme Commander of the Jihad and
that some of his instructions are
field. They were circulated
include:

a. In the media field we still suffer and we still fall
behind because of media blockades imposed against
us. Because of that we must build a media base,
where media can be released from, in order to build
and develop a media plan to store new transferred
data and open up doors for us. First to official and
public national media first and then worldwide media
outlets.
b. The monthly publications would consist of practical
abilities and would have all of the operations that
were carried out by the Jihadist platoons in the
High Command. It would include publications with
military, security, jihadist, religious subjects for
the purpose of recruitment and inciting revolt.
c. We plan to publish an official newspaper or magazine
in Iraq, abroad, or both. It will be quick and
informative and will conform to the Jihadist
revolution.
7. Carrying out the instructions of the Supreme Commander,
which were planned by the Media and Recruitment
Division, and including these instructions. The Media
and Recruitment Division’s procedures were reviewed by
the chairman of the committee and the most important of
their accomplishments in the previous phase were:
a. Meetings, with media platoon representatives and
official spokesmen that we could make contact with.
A memorandum was issued that included instructions
about media work in the middle of OCT 2007. It was
followed by a memorandum that includes instructions
for the command and media division to continue
trying to make contact with command platoons and to
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convene meetings with platoon media representatives.
Holding meetings in SEP 2008 and OCT 2008 with a
number of platoons that we were able to make contact
with in order to lay down a media system and
requirements for media work in the command platoons.
b. Establishing and official website for the High
Command for Jihad and Liberation and having it
working in the beginning of MAY 2008. Securing the
cadre and all of the technical and financial
requirements.
(14-5)
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c. Immediately gathering photographed jihadist platoon
operations and publishing suitable ones in
progressive publications in the name of the command.
Publishing the first six and then saying that the
seventh is under production. Despite the fact that
the platoon that sent the photographed operation is
very small, do not associate it with the total
number of operations for platoons in the command.
d. Give the platoons, involved in the filming of the
operations, notes and feedback, about the
unsatisfactory parts, regarding the filmed
operations that were sent to the media division. And
meticulously omit the unsatisfactory parts
(unfortunately, these phenomenon are still present
when we receive the film, it is unacceptable and
there are a lot of similar photographs or videos).
It is evidence that the platoon that was involved is
not efficient in the field and that they are sending
unacceptable jihadist media films. Sometimes they
are sent from a platoon media representative and the
Army Commander did not review what was sent and its’
contents were not up to the authority of the high
command’s standards.
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e. Transmitting The High Commander for Jihad and
Liberation’s voice, instructions, and speeches by
Ibrahim al-Duri for the Arabs, Muslims, and for all
free people in the world – Not publishing those
speeches is a gamble and will humiliate the nation
and make the al-Shari’ah Command insignificant.
Publishing them will lead to escalation of jihadist
activities and opposition and rejection to the
occupation – Publishing it on an official internet
site and friendly internet sites, through
coordination with some Arab news outlets.
f. Publishing all of the statements and meetings by the
official spokesmen for the High Command and all of
the statements issued by the command for different
occasions. Publishing other relevant command
statements.
8. Doctor Kamal al-Din al-Naqshabandi the chairman of the
committee confirmed that it is natural that any long
journey will have some low points and delays. Especially
when it deals with jihad and security. It becomes more
complicated by greed for power and the gathering of all
the wicked abilities during the nights of the journey to
Jihad and liberation, resurrecting the message of
Khalidah under Shari’ah Law – It is our duty to carry
all of the previous positive parts of our work and treat
the negatives with our allegiant souls – The doctor
confirmed that most of these operations that are deemed
unsuitable for publishing have flaws and omissions. He
said that there is one standard and that all of us are
in the same compound and are required to maintain and
follow that standard. The reality cannot be beautified,
hidden, or covered, we review some of those negative
aspects that are associated with media work in the
previous phase:
a. Lack of communication and activity for most of the
command platoons with the Media and Recruitment
Division by:
First – Lack of names for media representatives
and official spokesmen for most of the platoons.
Lack of names to those in the division in the
past, that is the reason that instructions that
were sent out by the division or circulated
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centrally from the commander were not received by
the platoons. The previous guidance and
instructions for the platoons were sent from 3
fronts. The problem became clear after it was not
possible for them to receive the information and
guidance directly, and in the desired time. The
platoon commander and media representative made
efforts to inform them, even when they were
tasked with many basic duties and communication
with platoon media representatives was not one of
them. One of the most important goals for the
committee, currently, is to overcome this flaw,
as said by Doctor Kamal al-Din it is important
for every platoon media representative to have
the mobile phone number of the official spokesmen
and the media officials for every section so that
they can communicate with them if the need
arises.
[Page 7 of 18]
•

The Salah-al-Din platoons media representative, comrade Zamil
Abu-Muhaymin, stated the following:
(1) The media representative of the governorate platoons has
no need to have the mobile phone number for all the
official speakers and people in charge of the media in the
platoons that present in the governorate. I am not
allowed to give the phone numbers to anyone as I was
instructed by the commander and officials of the party.
The Deputy to the Chief of the Committee answered and said
that “this issue is important as Dr. Kamal al-Din had
said”.
(2) Dr. Kamal al-Din al-Naqshabandi said that “We don’t have
to keep those numbers with us but with the representatives
of the platoons. The representatives are reliable enough
to communicate with their platoons in case the committee
asked them to get in contact with the media representative
of a certain platoon to come and explain to the committee
the situation lest there is a delay in media performance”.
Once again, Salah-al-Din Governorate Platoons media
representative commented on that and said “I am not
allowed to give their phone numbers to anyone. I am
obligated to obey the party orders”.
(3) Once again, the Chief of the Committee explained the
situation and said “We are a committee that was formed by
the order of the top Leader of al-Jihad and liberation
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(May God protect him). The Leader himself is the Leader
of the great Iraq. There is no order to be at the head of
his order. If we are sure that our Leader had instructed
us to carry out an order, we have to obey his order
without delay. That will benefit us, our people, and our
country. Now, we are discussing the techniques of the
media Jihadi work inside the Supreme Command of Jihad and
Liberation and not the party organizational work. We
don’t have any interference with the party organizational
work. We should not mix the issues together so we don’t
cause confusion or delay to anyone or to the work of the
High Command of Jihad and Liberation. The supreme Leader
of al-Jihad and Liberation (May God protect him) is the
one who created this committee. The supreme Leader will
review the duties and achievements of this committee”.
[Page 8 of 18]
Second: We must perform an inventory on the cameras, other
technical equipment, media representatives, and technical
specialists then inform the media department about that. The
purpose of that is to benefit the media from these capabilities
in order to develop better media work.

Third: Advertising the activities of some platoons by using
other media techniques and not by sending it through the
representative to the department, which is the media authority
for the command platoons.
B- No documentation was received (information or films) from
more than two thirds of the platoon individuals which
caused the spiteful envious individuals to assume that
our platoons are just propaganda and names on paper and
we use it only for media purposes, and it give them the
opportunity to attack the platoon. Until now Some of the
platoon didn’t provide us with one operational films,
information, statement in the important holidays, or
sending congrats for the high Commander for al Jihad and
liberation.
C- We did not receive enough operation films, only (5)
platoons sent useful films, and the rest of the platoon
sent old recorded films, which made us look bad after we
presented some of those operation to the Command release.
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D- Statement release, conferences, or speaking for the
Command by some of the media spokesmen, despite that the
command have an official spokesman to take care of that.
E- Most of the platoon could not establish an official
internet website, only two website were established by
two platoons (only one is active). We have (43) forty
three platoons.
F- Several platoons converted the sent operation camera
films to CDs, some platoon edited the CDs and placed the
Platoon insignia on the films, which was not
professionally done. That had a bad reflection on the
technical Section in the committee because they have the
advanced technical equipment to execute the above issue
in a professional manner.
9. Activation requirements for the platoon media
A. To activate the media role in the platoon, the platoon
leaders/ Army have to provide the platoon media
representative with the following equipments
[Page 9 of 18]
First: Advanced computer with printer and scanner
Second: internet connection plan
Third: Several video cameras, and train the camera
users on how to use it. The cameras will be
distributed on the platoon according to the
geographical location.
Fourth: A CD copier called (duplicator) to make it
easy when coping the releases.
B. We have to consider the following when filming any Jihadi
operations:
First: the film will be recorded by specialists and we
will use a stationary camera whenever possible.
Second: be careful in the field, and refrain from
showing-off.
Third: consider the security and military aspects when
dealing with weapons, without exaggeration.
C. To continue issuing the new recorded platoon Jihadi
operation releases, we have to provide the media
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committee with the recorded operation to be published.
We remind you of the Mujahidin leader’s(the commander of
the high command of Jihadi and liberation) instruction
that was mentioned in our memo, dated on 28 AUG 2008
which contains the following:
(All platoons have to document their Jihadi operation, the
high command of al Jihad and liberation does not accept any
documentation but recorded documentation. One recorded
operation is equal to 100 unrecorded operations.
First: the Jihadi platoon leader has to examine the
recorded Jihadi operation (watch the original camera
film) and verify that the platoon’s mujahidin conducted
this operation so that we can avoid any problems. In the
past, the platoon leader and the platoon media
representative submitted films to the Governorate media
representative without being verified by the platoon
leader. The Governorate media representative examined the
film and signed it, after that, he sent it to the
specific governorate media committee’s representative.
The following is the operation procedures for the
Jihadist media operation.
1. The platoon media representative for the governorate
receives the Jihadist operation films from the
platoon media representative for the governorate,
with the attached form number (1)
Platoon media representative for the governorate
examine it and send it to the committee media
representative in the specific governorate using the
attached form number 2(operation mail receiving
form)
[Page 10 of 18]
2. Convert the operational films into CDs by the media
committee headquarters, and it keeps the original
films.
3. The committee compares the original film and the CD
copy for verification.
4. If there are any doubts in the validation of the
platoon operation, then the committee reviews the
original film in the presence of the head of the
committee, the committee deputy, Platoon media
representative for the specific governorate.
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The operations that are suitable for publishing get sent for
editing to be published, and a detailed report will be sent to
the high commander so he can review it.
•

The Media Representative of Salah-al-Din factions Comrade
Zamil Abu Muhaymin commented on the following:

1- I reserve surrendering the videotaped operations to the
platoons of the governorate that I am considered to be the Media
Representative for the Media and Tactical Department, even if
the clips are documented according to the receiving and
delivering form. The committee prepares the form. He said that
he will not hand over the films but to the head of the
committee, his deputy or to the secretary general of the Media
and Tactical Department. He wants to make sure that they are
delivered and evaluated accordingly by the committee.
2- The head of the committee explained that if the work was done
pursuant to the mechanism and the forms, there should not be any
delay, manipulation or changes of the operations’ films. The
committee is ready to hear about any breaches that may have
happened in the past.
3- The rest of the media representatives of the platoons in the
governorates commented that they will not share Salah-al-Din
media representative’s concern in regard to his refusal of
handing over the films for numbers of reasons. One of those
reasons, his residence is close to the department’s headquarters
and there is no risk if he delivers them by hand. On the other
hand, the courier of the governorates has provided all the
security requirements to transport the mail and the other
documents. In addition, the suggested mechanism by the committee
is appropriate and suitable as well as it guarantees all the
security measurements of the platoons. The phone communications
and the periodic meetings are ongoing between the Department’s
Headquarters and the media representatives in the provinces.
This is enough to ensure that there will not be any delays of
mail delivery.
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Second- The newly videotaped Jihadist operation shots can be
invested as an urgent operation and to be hand delivered
immediately, in accordance with form number 1 and 2. The
videotape shall be delivered to the platoons’ media
representatives in the governorates. Then they can be delivered
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to the department’s representative in the governorate. The rest
of the operations will be sent every 15 days.
Third- It is not allowed for the platoons to transfer the new
videotapes of the operations to CDs or having any editing done
on them. The media department can do this because they are
equipped with the proper technical capabilities. Per the
guidance of the high commander for Jihad and liberation, it is
not allowed to add the platoon’s logo.
Fourth- The platoon can be provided of a copy of its operations
for the purpose of documentation, if the platoon asked so. The
head of the committee explained that the recent operations of
the platoons will be shown to the leadership and after that they
will be transferred to CDs because it is hard to maintain and
keep the videotapes.
The goal is to have the platoons gather all their operations in
a publication related to the platoon. The publication should
have the logo of the High Command for Jihad and Liberation. The
publications of the armies will be posted on the official
website of the High Command for Jihad and Liberation along with
the other associate websites. Every platoon is to keep the
privacy of its internal media and the platoon has the right to
keep its publications in the High Command archives. However,
some of the platoons are pursuing this technique and has private
publications.
Fifth- The platoons’ propaganda operations should be submitted
in an official letter. The letter must be printed and copied to
a CD or a thumb drive. The letter has to be signed by the army
or the platoon commander and by the media representative. The
platoon’s media representative will deliver the letter
personally, to the media representative of all the platoons of
for the governorate and pursuant to form number 3. Then it will
be sent to the representative of the media and tactical
department for the governorate, according to form number 4. The
mail must be delivered on a monthly basis and it has to be
before the 30th of every month in order to be post he whole month
activities. In the future, the department will not receive any
mail sent online because of the security risks. On the other
hand, it will weaken the relationship among the platoons and the
headquarters.
• The platoons’ representatives suggested an amendment of the
delivery article for the propaganda operations from the 30th
day of every month to the 1st of every month. This will help
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encompass all the operations that occurred during the whole
month. The head of the committee and his deputy approved
the amendment.
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10- Work Mechanism
a- The platoons’ media representatives for the governorates were
named centrally. In addition, the connection will be maintained
amongst the Media and Tactical Department headquarters, the
platoons, and the armies for the meant governorates through
them. They have to be very vigilant and adherent to the security
measures when they keep in touch with the platoons’ media
representative or with the Headquarter of the media Department.
Anyone who does not have the required qualifications on the
level of responsibility will be substituted and the command will
be notified.
b- Every platoon will choose a qualified Mujahid to be in charge
of the media of his platoon. In addition, the platoon shall
select someone to be the official or media spokesman of the
platoon. The names of the elected representative shall be
submitted to the platoons’ media representative for coordination
purposes.
c- The internal media of the platoons such as education, alerts,
meetings, publications, brochures and internal announcements
should be independent but must go along with the guidance of the
command.
d- The official or media spokesman for a particular platoon must
talk in the name of his platoon or army and to be pursuant to
the guidance and the media of the command. The authorized
individual to speak in the name of the command is the official
spokesman of that command.
e- The current new operation mechanism must reach all the
governorate’s platoons within 7 days. A meeting will be held in
the coming 15 days to assess what have been accomplished. If
anyone falters in his work performance, he would be delaying the
victory.
f- Holding periodic regular meetings based on the needs of the
work and the security situations. Emergency meetings can be held
whenever it is necessary.
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11- Dr. Kamal-al-Din al-Naqshbandi asked the attendees at the
end of the meeting if they have any questions or any suggestions
that could be beneficial to the committee to make its job easier
and keep the connection with them. He made sure that the all the
platoons’ representatives have the cell phone number of the
Secretary of the Media and Tactical Department. He stressed that
if any one changes his phone number, he should give the new
number to prevent work delay and to keep the connection. The Dr.
confirmed that after this meeting it is very important to
seriously work with the new operation mechanism. In addition,
the samples presented by the committee are to avoid the hurdles
and the negativities that have been diagnosed. Let us make our
intrepid high Leader of Jihad and Liberation (May Gog keep him
safe) happy and let us promote the media work as our Leader
wants. The doctor gave every platoon’s representative a new
flash drive. The flash drive contains the meeting’s agenda, the
mechanism and the forms that have been prepared by the
committee. The flash drives are for you to keep, to use it as a
reference, and to give the platoons the needed forms to document
the filmed and non-filmed operations. This way and for security
reasons, there is no need to take the hard copies of the
meeting’s agenda, the work mechanism and the forms. In addition,
it is easier to go back to it for future references. The doctor
confirmed that every representative has the right to question
the committee in case of violating the decided mechanism. Also,
the committee has the right to question the platoons’
representatives in the occurrence of any violations of the
mechanism.
He indicated that it was necessary to have this comprehensive
meeting to start a new successful work beginning. In the future,
every representative can communicate with the committee. The
communication is through the secretary of the media and tactical
department to set an appointment to meet with the committee. So
he can discuss any issues he might have. Also, the committee can
communicate with the representative to set an appointment with
him. The meeting will be coordinated between the platoons’ media
representatives and the representative of the Media and Tactical
Department in the governorates.
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Receipt for films of the platoon’s Jihadist operations/Army (
Dated / /2010
SEQ

cassette
Tape (media
type)

Operation
type

Execution
date

)

Remarks

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Al Mujahid the platoon media representative/ Army ( ) / /2010
Al Mujahid platoon leader/army ( ) / /2010
Form number 2
Receipt for films of the Jihadist operations from the
governorate platoon representative ( )
Dated / /2010
SEQ
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Tape
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type)

Name or
number
for the
executing
platoon

Operation
type

Execution
date

1
2
3
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Al Mujahid, the platoon media representative for ( ) Governorate
/ /2010
Form number 3
Receipt for documentation of the platoon’s Jihadist operations /
Army ( )
Dated / /2010
The High command for Jihad and liberation
(Platoon number)
Number:
Date:
Verse from the Holy Quran
(---) executed the following Jihadi operation from / / 2010
until / /2010
SEQ
1
2
3
4

Date

Jihadi operation
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Al Mujahid, the platoon media representative/ Army ( ) / /2010
Al Mujahid, platoon leader/army ( ) / /2010
Form number 4
Receipt for documentation of the Jihadist operations from the
platoon representative for governorate ( )
Dated / /2010
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Al Mujahid, the platoon media representative/ governorate ( )
/ /2010.
[End of translation]
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